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The main objective of the SWTOMP project (http://swtomp.ciemat.es/inicio) is the
promotion, development and implementation of the utilization of small and medium size
wind turbines for isolated applications and for connection to weak grids, including the
optimization of small/medium-scale wind turbines (S&MWT) to meet local wind regimes and
regional infrastructure requirements.
Initially, the main expected results of the Project are:
• Promotion of the small/medium-scale wind turbines market in the countries
participating in the project. All the partners in SWTOMP Project have a clear society
orientation, being most of them public research and/or educational centers, perfectly
valid to obtain this result.
• Development of new small wind turbines specifically designed for very cool and
tropical environments. This is the most technological result of SWTOMP Project, where
research centers and manufacturers are expected to work together to come up with
two new SWT prototypes specifically designed for particular environments.
• Closer inter-regional links between R&D institutions, wind turbine manufacturers,
policy makers and end-users. One of the main features of this Project is its Network
conception. An effort has been made to include in the proposal as many partners and
countries (8 in total!) as possible, giving the Project the added value of a space for
knowledge and experience exchange, and also for strengthening links between groups
and regions.
• The identified areas selected in the Project in order to increase wind energy
penetration are: weak and isolated grid integration issues and, mainly, the
methodology to characterize wind resource for S&MWT applications, which is
considered as one of the main barriers for their expansion at community level.
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Executive Summary
Within the first task in the SWTOMP Project, the promotion of the small/medium-scale wind
turbines market in the countries participating in the project, the initial activity in the planning
schedule was the elaboration of a Sample Survey Form to analyze the market of small wind
turbines (SWT).
In order to provide with an answer to this need, a review of previous related surveys has been
carried out, identifying different scopes that lead to different survey forms. In particular, five
scopes have been identified in relation to the characterization of the market of SWT, each
focused on a different topic:
-

the market deployment assessment,
the market suitability assessment,
the practical aspects of SWT market,
the social aspects of SWT market and
the regulatory issues of SWT market.

For each one of these approaches, one or two examples have been identified as examples.
The work developed in the SWTOMP under this task has been carried out in a parallel way in
the different participating countries, bringing different approaches for the different countries.
So, different sample survey forms have been proposed within the countries that participate in
the SWTOMP Project. However, a general consensus proposal from the consortium has been
produced; it is a three level survey form, depending on the level of detail that is available or
sought. These levels range from the most general level (country level) to the most detailed one
(installation level) going through the medium detailed level (company level).
All these Sample Survey Forms are described in this report, and all of the forms developed
under the umbrella of the SWTOMP Project are shown here. The results of the surveys will be
shown on a separate report.
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1. Introduction
In order to analyze the present situation of the small and medium size wind turbine markets a
survey will be realized in some of the countries participating in the project. The process
followed for this activity, described in this report, is the following one: firstly, a review of
previous SWT market surveys has been carried out; from this review, different approaches (five)
have been identified when analyzing SWT market, according to particular topic of interest. So,
different sample forms are presented for each one of these approaches. Then, the work done
on survey forms for market surveys in SWTOMP countries will be described and, finally, these
forms will be presented. The results of these surveys will be shown on a separate report within
the SWTOMP Project.

2. Different approaches to SWT surveys
According to the main target of the survey, there are different approaches when performing a
market study of small wind turbines. Among them, the following ones have been identified:
-

Market deployment assessment: the aim of this survey is to gain an insight on the amount
of units and power of small wind turbines that have been installed and/or sold in a certain
place during a certain time. Although this is a very common survey in other more developed
renewable technologies (such as large wind turbines or PV plants), it is only since a few
years ago that some statistics of this kind are available for SWT. In particular, the Small
Wind World Report, published on a yearly basis since 2012 by the World Wind Energy
Association, is the most common reference, but its form is not presented in this report as it
is not available. Later on this work, under the Previous surveys chapter, two more surveys
will be introduced: the Small Wind Turbine National Statistics carried out in 2009 by the IEA
Wind Task 27 Member Countries; and the Local and foreign Producers survey form deployed
in Austria in 2015 survey.

-

Market suitability assessment: the aim of this kind of surveys is to know which are the most
suitable places for the development of SWTs, according to different pre-stablished criteria.
The one proposed by Wind Empowerment is one of the most complete ones, and will be
presented in the corresponding chapter.

-

Practical aspects of SWT market: the goal of these surveys is knowing the practical issues of
this technology, from the planning of the installation to its technical characteristics, going
through commissioning and operational issues. These issues are particularly important for a
technology that is not widely spread, such as SWT. The survey presented will be the one
designed also for the Austrian market in 2015 study.

-

Social aspects of SWT market: this type of surveys includes the social issues derived from
the use of this technology, such as the one designed for the SWIP Project, or the one carried
out in UK in order to know the main factors that influence public attitude towards SWT.

-

Regulatory issues for SWT market: they are particularly important for this technology, as it is
relatively new at the municipality level. A survey form used in a survey in some communities
in the USA is presented as an example.
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3. A review of previous surveys
According to the different approaches introduced before, some examples of survey forms,
identified during the review of previous surveys, will be described now.

a. Market deployment assessment
Two survey forms will be presented under this approach: the IEA Wind Task 27 and the study on
local and foreign manufacturers in Austria.

i. Small Wind Turbine National Statistics from the
IEA Wind Task 27 Member Countries
In 2009, a new activity was launched under the International Energy Agency Wind
Implementing Agreement (IEA Wind) for the small wind sector. The main focus of this activity,
called Task 27, was to develop recommended practices for consumer labeling of existing
commercial small wind turbines. Participants would also exchange information about the status
of the small wind industry in the member countries. A report1 outlined the status of the
countries participating in Task 27. Seven countries submitted a report: Australia, Japan (only
general data), the Republic of Korea, Spain, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the United States
of America. Small wind turbines with a rated capacity of up to 100 kW were included in this
report. The summary survey form used for this work is shown in the following Table.
This was one of the first international attempts to assess the SWT market. Later on, in 2012, the
first WWEA SWT report was produced.

Units installed
Units installed
during 2009
Cumulative 2009 Yearly during 2009 from 1 kW to 10
installed estimated less than 1 kW
kW
Country

wind
capacity
MW

energy
Off-grid
production
MWh/year

nº

Gridtie
nº

Units
Units
installed installed
during
during
2009
2009
greater greater
than 10 than 65
kW and kW and
up to 65
up to
kW
100 kW

Off-grid Grid-tie Off-grid Grid-tie
nº

nº

nº

nº

Totals
Table 1: Survey form used for the statistics prepared by Task 27, in the IEA Wind
1

SMALL WIND ANNUAL REPORT. IEA Wind Task 27. 2009
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ii. Local and foreign Producers in Austria
In recent years, interest in small wind turbines has risen sharply in Austria. In 2015, a
comprehensive survey on the market development of SWT in Austria was carried out. This study
used data of selected grid operators and state funding agencies. In total, more than 50
companies and institutions, with a response rate above 66%. The studied included four surveys:
One on the testimonials of users, that will be presented later on this report, and two on local
and foreign manufacturers, that is presented now. The survey form (which has been directly
translated from the German version2) is shown now:
1. How would you characterize your company?
Way of doing business
Technological production:
Rotor / rotor parts
Tower / mast
Gear
Generator
Other component
Research and development
Services
Planning
Mounting and installation
Location surveys
Service and maintenance
Other?

by 2014

2015

2. What small wind turbines produce and how many of them export to Austria?
Name /
type /
design

Rated
capacity
in kW

Own production
In units

In kW

Of which resaled in
Austria
In units
In kW

Of which exported
In units

In kW

In stock
(31.12.2015
In units
In kW

3. To which countries do you mainly export your products?
4.- How is the distribution of your assets or what percentage?
a) direct sales: ___ %
b) 2-stage trade partners: ___ %
c) 3-speed about wholesale: ___ %
d) other distribution channels: ___ % what? ___
5. What is the proportion of small wind turbines installed by you yourself?
a) in Austria: ____ %
b) abroad: ___ %
2

Kleinwindkraftreport Österreich 2015. K. Leonhartsberger, K. Renz
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6. How much % of the system components you have installed you bought from foreign or
domestic manufacturers?
Austrian
manufacturer (in %)

Foreign
manufacturer (in %)

If foreign,
from where?

Rotor / rotor parts
Gear
Mast
Generator
Inverter
Sensors / measuring technology
Other component

7. What is the proportion of the small wind turbines installed (estimation %), which were built
with a public support?
a) in Austria: ___
b) abroad: ___
8. How many people have your company (in full-time equivalents) in 2015 in the area of small
wind power?
a) in production: ___
b) in service sector: ___
c) in research and development: ___
9. What revenue did your company generate by location Austria in the segment of small wind
power in 2014 and 2015 in years?
a) with the production of wind turbines?
2014: ___ EUR
2015: ___ EUR
b) in the service sector?
2014: ___ EUR
2015: ___ EUR
10. Which Generator type did you use and how was the network connection (E.g. via power
electronics)? Have you implemented - similar to MPP-tracking PV well-known systems mechanisms for the automatic adjustment of the operating point?
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b. Market suitability assessment: A Global Market
Assessment Methodology for Small Wind in the
Developing World
Wind Empowerment has carried out a global market assessment3 which attempts to define the
technical, political and socio-economic criteria which makes small wind a favorable method of
rural electrification for a given country. Countries with high income levels, high electrification
rates or poor wind resource are disqualified from consideration, given that the intention is that
rural electrification will lead to accelerated and sustainable development in the target location.
The main difficulty in performing an assessment at such a wide scale is deciding upon an
appropriate level of detail. Compromise is often necessary as whilst it is desirable to base
decisions on all influencing factors, this becomes prohibitively complex. Certain indicators (such
as ability to pay, local financing etc.) were discarded, based on consensus developed by the
market assessment working group of Wind Empowerment. Indicators may overlap or be in
conflict with others, therefore careful reasoning and justification of all decision making is
necessary when dealing with such an interconnected system.
ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
A. Filters
Not all countries were considered, obviously some countries don’t need small wind turbines for
rural electrification, and some don’t have adequate wind resource.
Filters based on Average Wind speed, GDP per Capita and Electrification rate (%) were used to
obtain a list of countries to consider.
Binary Filters
Filter
Initial Wind Resource
Access to Electricity
Income
Risk

Wind Resource

Description
Countries without sufficient wind resource, in at least a concentrated
region, are ill suited for small wind generators.
Countries with near complete access to the relevant national grid have
no need for rural electrification.
Countries with high income are not in need of energy for development
purposes.
Countries that are considered to be too dangerous for Small Wind
projects are rejected, with the recommendation that the assessment is
revisited in five years and the situation re-evaluated.
Rated Filter
level of wind resource in regions where access to electricity is low Energy produced by a wind turbine is proportional to the cube of the
point wind speed, the better the wind resource the better the energy
production (and LCOE).

3

Small Wind for Rural Development in the Global South: Assessing the Market. Alfred Alsop, University of
Strathclyde, UK; Aran Eales, University of Strathclyde, UK; Jon Sumanik-Leary, Loughborough University, UK; Jon Persson, WindEmpowerment,
Sweden; Isabel Ruiz Almeyda, I Love Windpower, Netherlands
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B. Indicators






A list of ideal indicators was created, based on previous work by the MAWG and a
literature review.
Comprehensive data sources for these indicators were sought, with compromises where
only data for similar indicators was available.
Some ideal indicators were removed from consideration due to a prohibitive level of
detail at a global level (ie the community factors).
Countries were assessed, using these data sources and according to set criteria.
Indicators were categorised into a tree structure in order to apply a Multi-Criteria
Decision Making technique, which allows for a quantitative score to be constructed for
each country.
Environment

Indicator
Description
Lack of Environmental Low incidence of lightning strikes, damaging weather systems, or
Hazard
sand/dust contamination in regions identified as having suitable wind
resource.
Solar/Hydro Resource To what extent the solar/hydro resource competes with, or compliments,
the wind resource in the most viable region.
Topography and land What sort of terrain is present in the area/areas of high wind resource?
cover
Open plains or dense forestation
Finance and Economics
Sufficient
Capital

access

Government
contributions
subsidies

to do the stakeholders/consumers typically have access to the necessary
funds for a small WTG?
If stakeholder doesn’t have access to sufficient Capital, are there
and government subsidies or grants for purchasing the WTG?

Private
Sector Is the private sector engaged in improvements to Energy Access?
Investment in EA
Microfinancing
and Are there microfinancing institutions (MFI’s) engaged in the market, or
other novel financing
other novel financing methods available, such as pay as you go metering?
Import Tax

Is Import tax waived for RE equipment, especially Small Wind?

Feed in Tariff

Is there a feed in tariff present, is there a SWT specific tariff?
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Capacity
Indicator
Description
Technical
Training Technical Training Colleges and Universities – How many TTC’s are
Colleges and Universities there in the country, and how accessible are they to the rural
population? Are there universities in the country, with renewable
energy courses that are also accessible to the rural population?
NGOs with experience of How many experienced NGO’s are active within the country, are there
implementing renewable existing projects?
energy
Number of accredited RE Are there accredited installers/practitioners with experience in small
installers/practitioners
wind?
Regulatory/Policy
Rural
Electrification Does the government have a rural electrification policy that includes
Policy/agency
off grid small wind? Is there an agency, does it have a small wind
working group?
RE Policy/Agency
Is there favourable RE policy in the country? Is there a renewables
agency that could prove a valuable partner?
Standards
Are there standards for mini grid installations?
Govt Effectiveness
How effective is the government in enacting these policies and
regulations?
Corruption
How corrupt is the government? Do NGO’s avoid government
collaboration?
Market Actors
Service
centres
and are there, or is there potential for, established service centres or
mechanical workshops
mechanical workshops for bridging the gap between the consumers
and manufacturers/experts?
Material Suppliers
Is there an adequate supply chain of material required for turbine
construction, locally?
Manufacturers
Are there manufacturers in country, are there local branches, do they
offer a range of products that are tailored to the specific needs, and
do they offer installation/maintenance support?
Transportation
Are the roads conducive to transporting parts and personnel?
infrastructure
Community
Local Knowledge
is there a high level of technical knowledge in the regions where the
wind resource is present?
Willingness to pay
Are the consumers willing to pay for the SWT?
Willingness to adapt
How willing/able are users to adapt their behaviour to the availability
of electricity from the resource?
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Weighting Technique: SMART








Assume a situation where all indicators within the category are at their least favourable
state.
If any one indicator could be raised to their MOST favourable state, which would most
influence your decision to proceed with a small wind project. Give this indicator a score
of 100.
Which of the remaining indicators would most influence your decision? Give this
indicator a score relative to the indicator scoring 100. Repeat until all indicators are
scored.
Weight all indicators, then weight all sub categories, then all categories until every leaf
and branch of the tree have a weighting.
Normalise the weightings within each branch, then multiply through to obtain a
cumulative weight for each indicator. The sum of all indicator weightings must be equal
to 1.
Multiply these weights by the indicator scores that are produced by the assessment.

The final indicators are shown in the following Figure, which displays the structure of the value
tree with their weights.

Figure 1. Value tree showing the categorization of indicators used in the market assessment. The final
weights for each indicator are shown as percentages.
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c. Practical aspects of SWT market: Testimonials - small
wind power in practice in Austria
In the course of the preparation of the Austria small wind power report in 2015, a total of 22
small wind power operators - of which 10 farmers, 7 private persons as well as a community
and a company - personally, by mail or by telephone. An interview guide was developed as the
basis for the survey, which is available in 27 questions grouped in four topics: Planning,
Construction, Operation and Personal and miscellaneous information.
Planning
1. Why have you decided for a small wind turbine? What was your purchase motivation?
2. Was a wind measurement performed before the establishment?
If Yes:
How or by whom was it performed?
What costs are incurred in this?
The average annual wind speed was chosen?
3. How was the approval procedure for the installation? How high were the financial or the time
required for this? Were there notable problems or incidents?
4. By whom were you advised? Who has carried out the design and the construction?
Construction:
5. What small wind turbine did you choose?
a. designation of SWT:
b. manufacturer:
c. in operation since...
d. nominal power
e. type (horizontal or vertical):
6. How and at what distance to your residential building does your small wind turbine set up
(free-standing, building mounted,...)?
7. What is the hub height of your system?
8. What was the cost of your investment and what is included in it? Can you break down these
(such as costs for the rotor, the foundation, the mast,...)?
9. Have you decided for a complete system from a manufacturer or for components of used
different manufacturers?
10. Did you receive a promotion for the creation of your SWT?
11 Have you registered your installation as an eco system?
12 Does the plant report the network operators?
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13 How do the neighbors bordering or friends and acquaintances react on the system?
a. Were there any reservations of neighbors in advance of the system?
b. If so, have they changed?
Operation
14. What is the annual energy production of the system? How is it measured?
15. How much do you use directly (own consumption)?
16. What feed-in tariff do you receive from your utility for the injected electricity?
17. Is there a wind measurement at hub height? If so, how much was the average Annual wind
speed in the last few years at your location?
18. Does noise annoyance come through the small wind turbine?
19. How often is the unit serviced so far? How high were the costs associated or that Cost?
20. Were there operating errors or defects, so far? If yes, please describe every incident.
21. Would you purchase a small wind turbine again? Please give reasons for your decision

Personal information and miscellaneous:
22. Is it a private or operational use small wind turbine?
23. For privately used systems: how many people live in your household?
24. How much is your annual consumption?
25. Do you operate other distributed generation (for example, in addition to the small wind
turbine a PV system)?
26. Do you use storage technologies in your household or operation?
27. Is there an energy concept for your business or residential building?
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d. Social aspects of SWT market:
These surveys try to bring up the depth and accuracy of the information that common people
have on SWT, which is critical to understand the possibilities and obstacles for the market.

i. Survey in the SWIP Project
For the survey on social aspects for SWT carried out within the SWIP Porject4, a questionnaire
consisting of 20 questions – available in English, French, German, Polish and Spanish – was
designed. The aim of the survey was to inform communications efforts by illuminating
perceptions of SWTs and differences amongst stakeholder groups.

Figure 2. Capture of SWIP Project questionnaire web page

The questionnaire included the following sections:
- Profile of respondents, with information on personal information of respondents
- Agreement with Renewable Energy Sources and Wind Statements. Questions related to
SWT are shown on the next page
- Interest in Competing Solutions, comparing the interest on SWTs with other solutions like
Solar PV, Solar Thermal Collectors and Combined Heat & Power

4

http://swipproject.eu/
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ii. Public attitudes towards SWT in UK
Using a nationwide postal form, the survey5 aimed to identify which factors influence public
attitudes towards SWTs in the UK. Specifically, it focused on the following questions:
1. What is the degree of acceptance by the UK public of SWTs?
2. How important is the context of SWT installation (e.g. which habitats / areas they are
installed in) in determining how acceptable they are?
3. Does concern over climate change influence attitudes towards SWTs?
4. What factors, including familiarity with turbines and demographic factors, influence
attitudes towards SWTs?
In summary, the postal questionnaire designed in UK consisted of eight pages and was divided
into four sections dealing with the following issues:
1) attitudes towards climate change;
2) attitudes towards wind turbines; the questions for views on SWT can be found bellow.
3) attitudes towards SWTs in general and in typical settings (interesting questions to know
people understanding and knowledge on SWT can be found in the following pages); and
4) personal details including demographic information.
The questionnaire was posted with a two-page letter that included a description of SWTs along
with a pre-paid self-addressed envelope and an option to complete the questionnaire online if
preferred. The online version of the questionnaire was identical to the printed version, barring
some minor formatting changes.
A pilot test of the questionnaire was conducted in and around Stirling, Scotland, UK. Forty
participants completed the printed version of the questionnaire in the presence of a researcher,
who observed them for any apparent difficulties answering any question, and used follow-up
questions to test understanding of the questionnaire. The pilot test confirmed the
questionnaire took about ten minutes to complete.
A UK address database based upon the white pages directory and births, marriages and deaths
register was purchased and the 2000 addresses were selected by generating random numbers.
In order for the respondents views to be representative of the UK public as far as possible, the
sample (n = 2000) was proportionally stratified by population size of country, and then further
into the 10 regions for England, so reflecting the actual distribution of the population. To
encourage return we followed up with a reminder postcard two weeks later, and completion of
the questionnaire gave entry to a prize draw for £50.

5

Tatchley C, Paton H, Robertson E, Minderman J, Hanley N, Park K (2016) Drivers of Public Attitudes
towards Small Wind Turbines in the UK. PLoS ONE 11(3): e0152033. doi:10.1371/journal. pone.0152033
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Views on wind turbines, for small wind turbines.
There are five questions for SWT:
1. Are you familiar with what small wind turbines look like?
Yes 
Somewhat 
No 

2. How would you feel towards a small wind turbine installation in sight of your home?
Very opposed  Opposed 
Indifferent 
In favour  Very in favour 

3. Do you own a small wind turbine?

Yes 

No 

4. Are you aware of any large scale (> 30m in height) or small scale (< 30m height) wind
turbines within 1km of your home? Tick all that apply
Large 
Small  Neither 

5. Would you consider installing a small wind turbine on your property for any of the
following reasons (tick as many as apply to you):
Reduce electricity bill

Reduce CO2 emissions

Other reason ________________________________________________
I would not consider installing a small wind turbine  Please state why:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Views on types of small wind turbines
Below are sets of photographs showing the types of situations in which small wind turbines may be
installed. For each group of photos, please give your opinion on how acceptable you think their
use is in this situation (please note you are not being asked to rate each individual photograph).
a) Turbines on buildings:

Very Acceptable
1

2

3

4

Very Unacceptable
5

Can you give a reason for your answer?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
b) Turbines in gardens:

Very Acceptable
1

2

3

4

Very Unacceptable
5

Can you give a reason for your answer?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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c) Turbines on road signs:

Very Acceptable
1

2

3

4

Very Unacceptable
5

Can you give a reason for your answer?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

d) Turbines in fields:

Very Acceptable
1

2

3

4

Very Unacceptable
5

Can you give a reason for your answer?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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e) Turbines in hedgerows:

Very Acceptable
1

2

3

4

Very Unacceptable
5

Can you give a reason for your answer?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
f) Turbines on school premises:

Very Acceptable
1

2

3

4

Very Unacceptable
5

Can you give a reason for your answer?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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6. Please give your opinions on the following statements concerning small wind turbines
by ticking the appropriate boxes:
Strongly
agree

Agree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

a. I am concerned that small wind
turbines might injure or kill birds and
bats
b. It is important the government
provides financial incentives to
encourage people to install small wind
turbines
c. Small wind turbines are generally
attractive
d. Small wind turbines are really
noisy and should not be put up near
homes
e. Small wind turbines have a positive
impact on wildlife
f. Small wind turbines make a positive
contribution to tackling climate
change
g. Small wind turbines are visually
intrusive
h. Small wind turbines disturb wildlife
living nearby
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Agreement with RES & Wind Statements – SWTs
Reaction to wind turbine in your neighbourhood?
Negative
–
Indifferent
–
Positive
–
Reaction to SWT in neighbourhood?
Negative
–
Indifferent
–
Positive
–
SWT Installation Preference
Industrial sites
Roofs in residential areas
Ground level
Integrated in building facades
Nowhere

–
–
–
–
–

Would the following developments increase your interest in Small Wind Turbines?

Reduced
noise

Integration Reduced
into
vibration
architecture

Improved
Reduced
performance costs

Yes
No
How much do you agree with the following statements for explaining what prevents you from
investing in a Small Wind Turbine?
Insufficient
information

Investment
is too high

Concerned Safety
about …
Noise

Flicker

Visual
impact

Performance

Vibrations

A lot
A bit
Not
at all
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e. Regulatory issues: Renewable Energy Community
Survey in the US
The Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission (SNHPC) in Vermont, US, has completed for
the first time a community survey6 on wind/solar renewable energy among the 15
municipalities in the SNHPC Region. The survey was conducted during August and September
2014. The purpose of the survey was to obtain information about how each municipality
regulates and permits various types of wind and solar renewable energy systems in their
communities. The survey also provided an opportunity to compare practices between
communities and to look for opportunities to advance the deployment of these systems within
the region.
To obtain this information, a survey questionnaire was developed and distributed electronically
to all the planning and zoning officials; building and code enforcement officials; and tax
assessors for the region’s 15 municipalities. The questionnaire consisted of nine questions
focusing on wind systems and twenty questions focusing on solar PV and solar thermal energy
systems, along with some questions about particular information on the community and the
person answering the questionnaire.
There were seven other general questions integrated into the questionnaire inquiring about
community participation in energy related planning activities, master plans, Energy
Committees, and various programs.
A total of 19 survey returns were obtained. Questionnaires were submitted fairly evenly among
town planners, building inspectors and town assessors. Almost two-thirds of all the
municipalities in the region (10 out of 15 towns) participated in the survey, representing a
response rate of 66.6 percent.
A survey form was prepared in a web platform (survey monkey). The nine questions (numbers 3
to 11) related to (small) wind systems are shown on the following pages, in the same format as
they appeared on the web form7.

6
7

Wind/Solar Renewable Energy Community Survey - Summary Report. http://www.snhpc.org/pdf/WindSolarSurvey2014.pdf
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/7KNKBP9
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4. Work in SWTOMP Project countries
The elaboration of a Sample survey form was one of the first tasks within the SWTOMP Project,
in order to perform different market surveys in the different countries participating in this
Project. In this sense, as the activities related with this task have followed different time frames
for the different countries, different Sample survey forms have also been designed.
Thus, the conclusion on this issue is that there is not one Sample survey form developed under
the SWTOMP Project, but some. In particular, the following sample survey forms have been
proposed for the market survey:
-

SWTOMP sample survey form: three different forms have been proposed, corresponding to
three different levels. :
o Installation level: detailed information on the SWT and the installation
o Company level: information on installed / sold units of a particular installer /
manufacturer during a certain time or accumulated.
o Country level: information on installed /sold units during a certain time or
accumulated in a country, elaborated using the two previous level forms.

-

Argentinian sample survey form: This is the most ambitious survey form in SWTOMP
Project. Data are collected from the individual activity for the elaboration of sectoral
reports. After a Confidentiality disclaimer, the survey form includes the following sections:
o Technology – Variety of SWTs offered
 Number of models for sale
 New models incorporated into the offer in this period
 National component of the products
 Potential import substitution
 Future developments
o Market
 Quantity of equipment sold by power ranges and by type of use
 Territorial distribution of sales
o Last year and historical data
o Costing
o Jobs
o Expectations

-

Mexican sample survey form: The National Institute for Electricity and Clean Energy, with
the support of the National Council for Science and Technology, invites suppliers to
participate in the market study of small and medium scale wind turbines in Mexico. This
survey is developed under the umbrella of the project "Optimization of small turbines wind
and its promotion in the market ". The questionnaire, designed at a company installation
levels, includes the following sections:
o Data of the company
o Information about Project installation
o Statistics about the commercialization of wind turbines

In the following pages, these three questionnaires are shown.
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5. Sample survey forms
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the three different sample survey forms proposed in the
SWTOMP Project are shown now.

a. SWTOMP
INSTALLATION LEVEL FORM
Proyect /Name
Site / coordinates (x,y)
Installer
Type
- off-grid/grid /pumping
- hybrid, wind only
Rated Installation Power (kW)
WT model / Hub height (m)
Annual Energy Estimation (kWh/year)
Date of Installation (year)
Installation cost (€)
O&M cost (€/year)

Other comments

Picture
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COMPANY LEVEL FORM
Company name
Cumulative sold wind capacity till 2017 (kW)
For 2018:
WT model

WT Nominal
Power (kW)

Number of units
sold (kW)

Application
(off-grid/grid connected)

COUNTRY LEVEL FORM
Country
Off – grid
Units installed in 2018
(< 1kW)
Units installed in 2018
(1 to 10kW)

Grid – tie
Off – grid
Grid – tie

Units installed in 2018
(10 to 65 kW)

Grid – tie

Units installed in 2018
(65 to 100kW)

Grid – tie

Cumulative installed wind capacity (kW)
2018 Total Annual Energy Estimation (MWh/year)
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b. Argentina

Small Wind Power Turbines INTI’s survey
Confidentiality
The data requested below will be for exclusive use in sectoral statistical analysis. In no way will the data of
any response be disseminated but as part of the totals. The confidentiality of each data will be kept in
accordance with the INTI's confidentiality policies and procedures of INTI Neuquén within the framework of
its ISO 17025 quality system. If you decide not to complete the data or send us a comment or clarification
about it from this point, do it in the next field.

Technology – Variety of SWTs offered
Number of models for sale
Indicate the current total number of models for sale in your company.
New models incorporated into the offer in this period
Indicate the number of new models incorporated between 2013 and 2018.
National component of the products







( ) 0%
( ) 1% - 25%
( ) 26% - 50%
( ) 51% - 75%
( ) 75% - 99%
( ) 100%

Potential import substitution





( ) None
( ) Low
( ) Moderate
( ) High

Future developments
Indicate if you plan to develop new models and in what power ranges





[ ] Less than 1,000 W
[ ] Between 1,000 and 5,000 W
[ ] Between 5,000 and 10,000 W
[ ] More than 10,000 W
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Future developments
Describe if you want, any relevant aspect of your innovations.

Market - Quantity of equipment sold by power ranges
Indicate the number of units sold for each range between 2013 and 2018.
0 - 500 W
501 - 1.000 W
1.001 - 1.500 W
1.501 - 2.000 W
2.001 - 3.000 W
3.001 - 5.000 W
5.001 - 10.000 W
10.001 - 20.000 W
20.001 W – or more

Market - Quantity of equipment sold by type of use
Indicate the number of units in each type of use between 2013 and 2018.
Pumping water
Charging batteries
Grid connected

Market - Territorial distribution of sales
Indicate quantity of equipment sold by location.
Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos Aires
Buenos Aires
Catamarca
Chaco
Chubut
Córdoba
Corrientes
Entre Ríos
Formosa
Jujuy
La Pampa
La Rioja

Mendoza
Misiones
Neuquén
Río Negro
Salta
San Juan
San Luis
Santa Cruz
Santa Fe
Santiago del Estero
Tierra del Fuego
Tucumán

Exports
Countries
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Points of sale and after-sales services








( ) Argentinian NorthWest
( ) Argentinian NorthEast
( ) Cuyo
( ) Center
( ) Patagonia
( ) Buenos Aires Province
( ) CABA

Last year and historical data
Total power in wind turbines sold in the last year (in kW)
Total power in photovoltaic solar panels sold in the last year (in kW)
Total installed wind power (in kW)

Costing
- Average sectoral kW cost
Quote the best selling or most representative equipment of your company. Each component cost is required
separately, in a configuration of battery charging or grid connected, including all equipment.
Wind turbine
Indicate power and price without taxes
Tower
Indicate height and price without taxes
Control Board - Load Regulator
Indicate the price without taxes
Typical Battery Bank
Indicate capacity in Ah and price without taxes
Inverter
Indicate power and price without taxes
Installation
Within a radius of 500 km, in a large, accessible place and in standard conditions
Other costs and observations
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Job positions
- Sector jobs
Indicate the number of man hours required in the manufacture of a wind turbine and its accessories.
Indicate the number of direct jobs for the manufacture of wind turbines and their accessories.
Do you have vacancies of any speciality? Which and how many?

Expectations
- Short-term future
Indicate your expectations for the near future (next 2 years)






( ) Excellent - Duplicate sales
( ) Very good - 50% increase
( ) Good - 20% increase
( ) Regular - Maintain sales
( ) Bad - Decrease sales

- Long-term future
Indicate your expectations for the near future (more than 2 years)






( ) Excellent - Duplicate sales
( ) Very good - 50% increase
( ) Good - 20% increase
( ) Regular - Maintain sales
( ) Bad - Decrease sales

Troubleshooting and other comments
Problems filling the form? You can send successive forms correcting errors or omissions, a person will take as
valid the last value reported for each field, so it is not necessary to complete twice the data that has been
sent correctly once. It is suggested that the information be written in a document (your own) or on paper
before being sent, but if you have any questions about the data already sent or about filling out the survey,
you can contact by telephone or by email to labeolica@inti.gob.ar. Additionally there is a field for
observations.
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c. México
Survey Form
“Small Wind Turbine Optimization and Market Promotion (SWTOMP)”
In this context, we request your collaboration in order to answer the following questions, providing
information to establish a baseline of the current status of small/medium wind turbines. The
information provided is confidential and it will be used for statistical purposes along the project. The
information to be published will be presented without companies’ information.
Data of the company
Name:
Location:
Activity*:
*If the Company install wind turbines answer Section 1, in case of being a distributor answer section 2.

Please complete the table with the corresponding information. Copy as many tables as you need.
Section 1. Information about Project installation
Date of the project:
Type of the system (hybrid/wind):
Grid-tie or off the grid:
Installed capacity (kW):
The number of turbines:
Location of the facilities:
Installation cost:
Date of the project:
Type of the system (hybrid/wind):
Grid-tie or off the grid:
Installed capacity (kW):
The number of turbines:
Location of the facilities:
Installation cost:
Date of the project:
Type of the system (hybrid/wind):
Grid-tie or off the grid:
Installed capacity (kW):
The number of turbines:
Location of the facilities:
Installation cost:
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Section 2. Statistics about the commercialization of wind turbines
Year:
Number of units:
Nominal power of the wind turbines (kW):
Income per commercialized units:
Year:
Number of units:
Nominal power of the wind turbines (kW):
Income per commercialized units:
Year:
Number of units:
Nominal power of the wind turbines (kW):
Income per commercialized units:
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6. Conclusions
This first deliverable within the SWTOMP Project, devoted to the elaboration of a Sample
Survey Form to analyze the market of small wind turbines (SWT) has shown that, according to
the area of the market that is intended to be studied, and also according to depth of the study,
the elaboration of such a form may lead to many different results.
The review of previous related surveys carried out for this activity identified different scopes or
areas of interest. In particular, five scopes have been identified, each focused on a different
topic: the market deployment assessment; the market suitability assessment; the practical
aspects of SWT market; the social aspects of SWT market and the regulatory issues of SWT
market. Some examples are included for each one of these approaches in this report.
The work developed in the SWTOMP participating countries in order to analyze the respective
SWT markets has brought different approaches for the different countries. So, different sample
survey forms have been proposed within the frame of the SWTOMP countries. These levels
range from the most general level (country level) to the most detailed one (installation level)
going through the medium detailed level (company level). These Sample Survey Forms are
described in this report. The results of all these surveys will be shown on a separate report.
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